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Flux and gradient driven ion temperature gradient turbulence in tokamak geometry and for Cy-
clone base case parameters are compared in the local limit using the same underlying gyrokinetic
turbulence model.
Gradient driven approach: The gradient driven turbulence described, using the flux tube model
with periodic boundary conditions, has a finite ion heat flux Qi ≈ 10n0T0ρ

2
∗vth (n0 (T0) is the

background density (temperature), ρ∗ = ρ/R is the normalized Larmor radius, R is the major
radius of the device, and vth is the ion thermal velocity) at the nonlinear threshold of the tem-
perature gradient length for turbulence generation (hereafter termed finite heat flux threshold).
Consequently, the gradient driven local transport model is unable to accurately describe heat fluxes
below Qi < 10n0T0ρ

2
∗vth, since no stationary fully developed turbulent state can be obtained. This

limitation of the gradient driven model is attributed to the generation of quasi-stationary structures
in the radial profile of sheared zonal flows, known as staircases [Dif-Pradalier, Phys. Rev. E 82,
025401 (2010)]. Above the finite heat flux threshold staircases dissappear allowing for the develop-
ment of a stationary turbulence state. The development of the staircases below Qi = 10n0T0ρ
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and the connected suppression of the turbulence involves very long time scales and is shown to be
sensitive to the numerical dissipation scheme chosen. This possibly explains, why the finite heat
flux threshold has been overlooked so far. The impact of collisions on the finite heat flux threshold
is discussed and it is shown that this phenomenon persists for reactor relevant collision frequencies.
Furthermore, possible mechanisms for the regulation of staircases as well as the development of the
finite heat flux at the threshold are discussed. First, the damping of zonal flows through tertiary
instabilities is shown not to be relevant, since zonal flows typically are situated in the stable pa-
rameter regime of this kind of instability. Second, the damping of zonal flows through turbulent
transport of parallel momentum is advocated to be responsible for the development of a finite heat
flux at the threshold.
Flux driven approach: The turbulence in the flux driven case shows intermittent behaviour and
avalanches for Qi < 10n0T0ρ

2
∗vth. Isolated avalanches disappear for Qi > 10n0T0ρ
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∗vth, and at

higher heat fluxes, the statistics of the turbulence is the same for the flux and gradient driven case.
The nonlinear upshift of the temperature gradient length threshold for turbulence generation is
larger in the case of flux driven turbulence. This higher nonlinear upshift is related to the devel-
opment of quasi-stationary corrugations in the temperature profile being related to the staircase
structures. Avalanches are initiated at specific locations with respect to the staircase pattern and
have roughly the same radial extent of 50-70 ion Larmor radii.


